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A: This is really easy to solve. Simply count how often the words you are looking for are present in the string. The number tells you how many times to
delete it and one less than it is there. Ex: normal = 'kisi kisi soal kewirausahaan smk kelas xii semester 1.48. ' @edit: If you want to get rid of a specific
character you could use this little trick: normal = 'kisi kisi soal kewirausahaan smk kelas xii semester 1.48. ' # This removes the character @ from the
string normal2 = re.sub(r'(@|{1}|\\)|\\s+', '', normal) print normal2 The regular expression is like this: (@|{1}|\\) What the first group is doing is, that the
@ is either inside the group or at the beginning of the string. | and } is the "or" operator \\s+ means that you want to find at least one whitespace
character \\s matches every whitespace character, including , \r, \t, \f and \u0085, and has the same meaning as the string '\s' The last group is simply the
definition of one whitespace character To remove multiple characters you can use the same regex expression like this: normal2 =
re.sub(r'(@|{1}|\\)|\\s+', '', normal) # The first group is like the first one, the second group has the characters to remove. # By putting, after the second
group it will consider them as a group also. print normal2 You could also use this regex pattern to match multiple characters: (@|{1}|\\)+ This pattern
matches 0 or more of the characters in the first group. Enron is ready to assist in the delivery of your broadband services. Through this web based tool,
you will be able to purchase any bandwidth you need quickly and efficiently. For complete step-by-step instructions, please click on the following link:
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How to force file to be copied without
overwriting? I have a code which allows me to
access the executable files in a list. I have to
copy that file to the system-tray icon. I have
tryied this to test: copy file name (*.exe) to
system-tray (cmd) copy code del *.exe (* will
delete the file in the system-tray The problem
is that it deletes the executable but it also
deletes the desired icon (system-tray) and so
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on... I have already tried remove systemtray.exe and rename it, but it is not working.
Any help will be appreciated. Thanks A: Try
this: Copy-Item $f -Destination "$($env:Syste
mTray_System_Menu)\$($env:COMPUTERN
AME) Exit" (or per your example above: CopyItem $f -Destination "$($env:SystemTray_Syst
em_Menu)\$([Environment]::MachineName)
Exit" That will copy the file to the location of
the system tray's icon, and then rename it using
the computer name. The present invention
relates to an article of furniture, and more
particularly to an article of furniture having an
integral beverage container. A conventional
coffee table, for example, typically comprises
a plastic top with a number of slots or
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indentations for holding one or more
magazines, cups, bowls, or trays thereon. Such
tables also typically have an opening in a top
surface thereof that may be covered by a cloth
or other covering for providing an aesthetic
appearance. Such coffee tables typically
further comprise an integral beverage
container, such as a bottle, that can be used to
hold beverages or other articles. However,
such a table does not provide a surface that can
be utilized for playing games or for writing.
Also, such tables are aesthetically unappealing
and do not take advantage of modern materials
technology to minimize environmental impact.
It is desirable to provide an article of furniture
that can be configured to be used as a coffee
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